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The validity of the Piri Re’is map 

 

The Piri Re’is map, a portolan from 1513, famously and supposedly shows an ice-free 

Antarctica. This map, discovered in 1929 Constantinople was signed by Turkish 

Admiral Piri Re’is. Professor Charles Hapgood from Keene State College, New 

Hampshire who propelled the Piri Re’is map to stardom in his books Earth’s shifting 

Crust (1958) and Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings (originally published in 1966), used 

the map to support his theories for Atlantis. In regarding the map’s discovery, 

Hapgood notes that Turkish nationalism was sweeping the country at the time and that 

such a discovery like the Piri Re’is map would have been auspicious.  

 

This, alone, raises questions about the map’s authenticity. But why would such a map 

with such accuracy and at such a time have been faked? Antarctica was not 

discovered until 1821, its coastline not fully mapped until the 1950s, yet this map was 

discovered in 1929. Turkey only ratified the Antarctic Treaty in 1995, has no claim to 

any part of Antarctica or a part in its discovery. Nevertheless, after studies by 

American cartographers and naval personnel at the U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office in 

1956, it was concluded that the ‘southernmost part of the map represented bays and 

islands of the Antarctic coast and Queen Maud Land’. So with authenticity of the 

map’s representations sufficiently established, I believe the Piri Re’is map to be real 

cartographic evidence for a voyage to Antarctica. But when? And by who?  

 

The Piri Re’is map is not the only 16
th

 century map purported to show Antarctica. The 

Oronteus Finaeus map of 1531, called ‘Terra Australis Re, center immensa, sed 

nondii plena cognita’ (‘Regions of the Southern Land, an immense center, but not 

fully known to this day’) also apparently shows an accurate depiction of Antarctica, 

though scale problems probably arose due to copying errors or compiling original 

maps with differing scales.  

 

The famous Mercator (Gerhard Kremer) drew Antarctica in both his 1538 and 1569 

Atlases. He may have been working from Finaeus’ map or earlier source maps. But 

did he include Antarctica because of certain knowledge or to balance off his maps? 

German cartographer Johannes Schöner in 1520 depicted ‘Brasilia Inferior’ a separate 

piece of land in the south Atlantic and different to ‘Papagalli Terra’ (Land of the 

parrots) as Brasil was then known. Lastly, Athanasius Kircher’s 1665 Mundus 

Subterraneus shows a remarkable depiction of Antarctica. Even with latitudinal or 

scale and copy errors, Kircher’s work carried on a long tradition of depicting a large 

southerly island continent, accurately and where none had yet been discovered. And 

though writers like the Flem-Aths, Hapgood and Hancock are Atlantis hunters, the 

discovery of possible early maps of Antarctica does not presuppose the existence of 

Atlantis in Antarctica, only that there are maps of Antarctica before its discovery.  

 

Another controversial map, not related to Antarctica but nonetheless part of the 

validity of the Piri Re’is map story, is the famous Vinland map. As discussed below, 

the map was originally dated to between 1420 and 1440 (a curious spread of years to 

be dated to, as will be seen later.) The Vinland map vindicated the Norse claims of 

discovering North America. Recently it has been denounced as a fake, but I think that 

the researchers missed several points, also discussed later. 
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But the maps don’t stop there. Other maps dating from just after the Columbus 

voyages show parts of the world that could not have been mapped so soon, including 

the Waldseemüller map of 1507 depicting Central America and the Jean Rotz map of 

1542 bearing Australia over 200 years before Cook discovered it. Gavin Menzies, 

author and historian explains that the letters and logs of European explorers, including 

Columbus, clearly state that they had maps. Menzies states: ‘What nobody has 

explained is why the European explorers had maps.’ So who drew the maps?   

 

Retired Royal Navy submarine Commanding Officer, Gavin Menzies, has written a 

remarkable book 1421 – The Year China Discovered The World (2002) in which he 

theorises that the Chinese sailed, discovered and mapped much of the unknown world 

in 1421, seventy years before Columbus discovered the Americas. In their huge 480 

foot-long ships accompanied by an armada of hundreds of merchant junks and other 

warships, the Chinese voyages around the world including Africa, North and South 

America, Australia and Antarctica, lasted two years. The Chinese fleet was very 

accomplished, far more than any European navy, and as Menzies contends throughout 

the book was far more adept at reckoning longitude and latitude. In fact, it was how 

Australia and Antarctica were discovered three centuries before Cook even sailed to 

the south Atlantic. 

 

Menzies recounts the voyage of one Admiral Hong Bao who was tasked with sailing 

to the South Pole in order to fix the positions of southerly stars for aid in navigation 

maps and charts. Hong Bao may have sailed as far as Graham Land on the Antarctic 

Peninsula in 1422, which is depicted as largely ice free in the Piri Re’is map. Hong 

Bao may have also discovered and sailed through Cape Virgines and the Magellan 

Strait, and if he is the ultimate source of the Piri Re’is map, Hong Bao may have 

sailed down west coast of Tierra del Fuego. Menzies also estimates that after the trip 

down Tierra del Fuego, a voyage of fourteen days depending on wind and current 

speeds, Hong Bao would have come across the South Shetland Islands. 

 

These voyages could help explain the mysterious origins of the Piri Re’is, Vinland 

and other early European maps accurately depicting lands unknown to the 

cartographers of the time. The Piri Re’is map notes that its charts were reduced to one 

scale (presumably from many maps). Menzies corrected the longitudinal errors 

whereupon the features of the Antarctic Region became all too recognizable. 

 

Regarding the Vinland map, I do not believe that it is a fake as such. The Chinese (for 

the Norse did not make maps) could have made the original charts, which were then 

copied through the ages and traded or won from Chinese hands. The parchment and 

ink could be faked on copied maps, a still highly contested point, but the original 

drawing from which it was made is still genuine. It does not undermine the validity of 

the original map. Also, another curious point is that when it was taken to the British 

Museum in 1965, the Vinland map was dated to between 1420 and 1440, within the 

timeframe of the voyages of the Chinese fleet. The dating is significant, because at the 

time Western archaeologists had no inkling about the Chinese fleet, so the dating 

could reflect a non-biased and verifiable trueness of Chinese voyages around the 

world seventy years before Columbus. 
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Menzies’ vast appendices lists supporting evidence, which unlike New Age tomes, are 

quite convincing and well researched. And he is not the first to write about this, only 

the most recent and popularised of non-Chinese authored books on this subject. 

Though there are critics aplenty, the subject is worth further investigation.  

 

I see no need to explain accurate maps of pre-1821 Antarctica as the work of 

Egyptians, aliens, or lost races. Admiral Hong Bao, in 1422, could have beaten the 

first Europeans by four centuries. The Europeans subsequent ascendancy in history 

usurped China’s historical feat after their fall into inward-isolation after most of the 

records have been destroyed by the new Imperial administration. But the Piri Re’is 

map may yet vindicate their place in history. 
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